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MS 481.71                                        France, s. XI/XII 

Gregory the Great, Moralia in Iob 

 

f. 1ra         //homo crederet; si nullum ... dissolutam mentem corrup//[tori] 

 

          Gregory the Great, Moralia in iob, II.49.117-49.126; M. Adriaen, ed., CCSL 143 

          (1979), 108.  Approximately the top half of the folio has been cut off, and the 

          inner margin has been trimmed with loss of text. 

 

f. 1rb         //oculos mentis aperimus ... uitt  sunt; quia// 

 

          Moralia, II.51.10-52.6; Adriaen, 109.  Approximately the top half of the folio has 

          been cut off with loss of text. 

 

f. 1va         [tan]//to deterius delinquitur ... quasi in tyrannidem// 

 

          Moralia, II.52.27-52.37; Adriaen, 110.  Approximately the top half of the folio 

          has been cut off with loss of text. 

 

f. 1vb         //Et notandum quod ... ut pulsatus uic//[iis] 

 

          Moralia, II.52.56-53.6; Adriaen, 110-11.  Approximately the top half of the folio 

          has been cut off, and the inner margin has been trimmed with loss of text. 

 

Parchment.  Part of 1 folio.  "C ii", perhaps referring to book 2, is in the center of the lower 



margin of both the recto and the verso.  215 x 150 mm (written space originally ca. 250 x ca. 190 

mm).  2 columns.  14 lines remaining (of original ca. 40).  Ruled in lead.  Double outer and 

single inner vertical bounding lines, with additional ruling between columns. 

     Written in late Caroline minuscule.  1-line initials are in brown uncials, not set apart from 

the text, with occasional use of an enlarged minuscule e, n or rustic capital N.  Punctuation 

consists of the punctus, punctus elevatus, punctus versus and the punctus flexus.  Double 

quotation marks are in the margin.  Hyphenation is in the same ink as the text. 

     The fragment was used as the binding of a volume measuring ca. 130 x 80 mm.  The 

shelf mark "F" was written in ink on the spine of the volume.  The number "28" is written in ink 

in the margin of the recto. 

     Zinniker 109B. 

 


